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Abstract—This work presents novel methods for the optimization of compressor trees for FPGAs as required in many arithmetic
computations. As demonstrated in recent work, important key elements for the design of efficient but fast compressor trees are target-
optimized 4:2 compressors as well as generalized parallel counters (GPCs). However, the optimization of a compressor tree for minimal
resources using both compressors and GPCs has not been addressed so far. As this combined optimization is a non-trivial task, three
methods are proposed to find best solutions for a given problem size: 1) a heuristic that obtains compressor trees with typically less
resources and fewer stages than state-of-the-art heuristics, 2) an integer linear programming (ILP)-based methodology that finds
optimal compressor trees using the fewest stages possible, 3) a combined approach that partially solves the problem heuristically
to reduce the search space for the ILP-based method. In all methods, the cost for pipeline registers can be included. Synthesis
experiments show that the proposed methods provide pipelined compressor trees with about 40% less LUTs compared to trees of
2-input adders at the cost of being about 12 . . . 20% slower.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

The addition of several variables is used in nearly any
arithmetic operation. Compressor trees deliver a fast and
compact realization to common adder trees by using
carry-save arithmetic. The most prominent example is
the multiplication, where several partial products have
to be added. However, there are much more applications
besides multiplication. In a network of multiply and add
operations many operations can be merged into single
compressor trees following the well known concept of
merged arithmetic [1], [2]. This includes basic operations
like squaring, multiply-add and complex multiplications
but also function evaluation by using polynomials as
well as signal processing applications like digital filters
and linear transforms, just to name a few. In addi-
tion, several methods have been proposed which try
to maximize the use of carry-save arithmetic in general
computations [3]–[5].

The use of compressor trees has a long history in the
design of arithmetic units for microcomputers [6], [7].
The basic idea is to avoid the slow carry propagation by
passing (saving) the carry to the next compressor stage
instead of propagating it within the same stage. While
this guarantees substantial speed-ups in application spe-
cific integrated circuits (ASICs) or custom ICs, the use of
carry save arithmetic on field programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) was regarded as unsuitable for a long time.
The reason for this are the dedicated carry chains found
in modern FPGAs which are significantly faster than
a generic wire that is mapped to the FPGA’s routing
fabric. However, it was first shown by Parandeh-Afshar
et al. [8], [9], that a significant delay improvement can be
obtained by using compressor trees on FPGAs. The key

was to adapt the concept of so-called generalized parallel
counters (GPCs) [10] (for further details, see Section 2.1)
to FPGAs, which provide a better utilization of the
look-up tables (LUTs). They achieved delay reductions
of about 30% while having a slight resource overhead
of 5%. However, the design of the compressor tree is
much more complex compared to the simple classic
algorithms from Dadda [7] or Bickerstaff [11]. They
provided a heuristic [8] as well as an exact integer linear
programming (ILP) method [9]. Later, the same group
provided a simplified heuristic and proposed to use
GPCs which include the fast carry chain which provides
an even better utilization [12], [13]. They achieved delay
reductions of 33% (Xilinx Virtex 5) and 45% (Altera
Stratix III) and a similar resource usage compared to
state-of-the-art adder trees built from ternary adders.
Since then, several advanced GPCs have been proposed
that effectively use the FPGA carry-chain [14]–[16].

A completely different approach is the design of reg-
ular compressor trees using row compressors like the
4:2 compressor [14], [17], [18]. Unlike counters or GPCs
which reduce one or more columns of same weight, 4:2
compressors take four rows and compute two rows in
a redundant representation. A 4:2 compressor that was
optimized for Xilinx’ four-input LUT FPGAs with fast
carry chains (Virtex 2/4 and Spartan 2/3) was proposed
by Ortiz et al. [17]. They could utilize the fast carry
chain to map two cascaded full adders into a single slice
which forms the basic element of a 4:2 compressor. A
similar approach considering different redundant num-
ber systems was developed by Kamp et al. [18]. A more
efficient mapping of 4:2 compressors to the modern 6-
input FPGAs of Xilinx was proposed by us in [14].
Here, the two full adders (FAs) are mapped to the same
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Fig. 1: Example dot diagrams: (a) 4-input addition of
5-bit variables; (c) compressor tree solution in the dot
diagram; (c) resulting compressor tree

LUT like done in a ternary adder leading to half of the
resource usage compared to [17], [18].

Another idea of utilizing the fast carry-chain to build
not just basic compressors as in [17], [18] but complete
compressor trees was proposed by Hormigo et al. [19].
They use a linear array structure of carry-save adders
(CSAs) from which preceding stages of FAs can be
mapped to conventional ripple carry adders (RCAs) or
ternary adders. As these carry-chains are much shorter
compared to a conventional adder tree built from RCAs,
the delay is much shorter while requiring similar re-
sources. It appears to be the fastest choice for combi-
natorial multi-input adders but may be less efficient for
irregular shaped compressor trees where unused inputs
have to be set to zero.

An ILP-based compressor tree optimization targeting
the power and delay optimization of compressor trees
was proposed recently by Matsunaga et al. [20], [21].
They could drastically reduce the number of variables
and constraints in the ILP formulation leading to a re-
duced optimization time. A similar approach was devel-
oped independently in a recent work of our group [15],
where the focus was on pipelined compressor trees. The
motivation for optimizing pipelined compressor trees
comes from the following two facts: First, the large rout-
ing delays of FPGAs require the introduction of pipeline
registers to achieve the desired throughput and, second,
the cost of flip flops (FFs) have to be considered in
the optimization. Indeed, the effective FF costs strongly
depend on the usage of GPCs as the pipeline registers
in GPCs typically come for free (the corresponding FFs
in that logic unit are unused otherwise) and only FFs to
balance the pipeline have to be considered.

The compressor tree optimization of [15] was inte-
grated in the ‘bit heap’ framework [22] of the FloPoCo
arithmetic core generator [23]. This framework provides
classes to define, optimize and generate compressor trees

which are internally represented like dot diagrams as
a heap of bits, providing a great abstraction from a
software engineering point of view. Many arithmetic
operators provided in FloPoCo use this framework.
However, it became quickly clear that many of these
cores have problem sizes which become intractable for
the exact ILP-based methods [15], [20]. Due to the fact
that it was shown that there is a substantial gap between
the optimal solution and heuristic approaches [15], [20],
[21], one goal of this work is to provide methods which
can handle large problem sizes while still providing a
high quality. As the 4:2 compressor is one of the most
efficient compressor [14], another goal of this work is
to provide a methodology to incorporate this class of
compressor in the optimization. Our contributions to
achieve this are as follows:

1) An improved heuristic for optimizing compressor
trees using GPC and row adders like the 4:2 com-
pressor that results in less resources and fewer
stages on average compared to a previous heuris-
tic [8].

2) An extended ILP formulation for minimum stage
count that significantly speeds up the optimization.

3) Another ILP extension that allows the inclusion of
row adders.

4) A combined approach that uses the heuristic for
partial optimization for problem reduction while
leaving the critical parts for the ILP solver.

2 BACKGROUND

The synthesis of compressor trees is best explained by
introducing the dot-representation of the problem. As a
running example, an unsigned multiple-input addition
is used which is given as

S =
∑
i

Xi =
∑
i

∑
j

2jxi,j . (1)

Each Xi represents a bit vector with xi,j denoting a sin-
gle bit of weight 2j . The compressor tree problem can be
represented in a dot-diagram, where each bit which has
to be added is represented as a single dot. An example of
the addition of four variables with five bit each is shown
in Fig. 1(a). By convention, the rightmost dot represents
weight 20 with increasing weight to the left. The order
of the bits within a column does not matter. During the
synthesis of a compressor tree dots are removed in the
dot diagram by applying compressors like GPCs which
are introduced in the following.

2.1 Generalized Parallel Counters

A counter is a circuit that counts the number of input
bits which are one. They are typically denoted as (p; q)
or p : q counter, where p is the number of input bits
having all the same weight while q is the number of
output bits which represent the number of inputs which
are one in binary. From this definition, the number of
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TABLE 1: High efficient GPCs and adders targeting
Xilinx FPGAs (where τL, τCC and τR describe the delay
of a LUT, one bit of carry propagation in the carry chain
and a local routing delay, respectively, with τ ≈ τL ≈ τR)

GPC/
row adder

Ref. #LUT6
(k)

Efficiency
(E = δ/k)

Delay

(6;3) [22] 3 1 τL ≈ τ
(1,5;3) [22] 3 1 τL ≈ τ
(5;3) [25] 2 1 τL ≈ τ
(1,4;3) [25] 2 1 τL ≈ τ
(2,3;3) [14] 2 1 τL + 2τCC ≈ τ
(3;2) [22] 1 1 τL ≈ τ
(1,4,1,5;5) [14] 4 1.5 τL + 4τCC ≈ τ
(1,4,0,6;5) [14] 4 1.5 τL + 4τCC ≈ τ
(1,3,2,5;5) [15] 4 1.5 τL + 4τCC ≈ τ
(6,2,3;5) [16] 4 1.5 τL + 4τCC ≈ τ
(6,0,6;5) [15] 4 1.75 τL + 4τCC ≈ τ
(6,1,5;5) [16] 4 1.75 τL + 4τCC ≈ τ

2-input add. k 1 τL + kτCC
ternary add. k 2− 2

k
2τL + τR + kτCC ≈

3τ + kτCC
4:2 comp. (a/b) [14] k 2− 2

k
τL + kτCC

output bits can be at most q = dlog2(p+ 1)e. A full-
adder is an example of a (3; 2) counter as it has three
inputs (the two arguments and the carry-in) and two
output bits (sum and carry out). GPCs (which are also
called multicolumn counters [24]) allow that input bits
may have different weights (and are thus located in
different columns). A GPC is commonly denoted as tuple
(pn−1, pn−2, . . . , p0; q), where pj represents the number of
input bits of weight 2j and q is the number of output bits.
A (3,5;4) GPC, for example, computes the sum of three
input bits of weight two plus five input bits of weight
one. The result is a number in the range 0 . . . 2·3+5 = 11
and is represented by a single bit vector with 4 bit.

An important metric to evaluate GPCs is their efficiency
[22] (also called area degree in [13]) which is defined as the
quotient of the number of removed bits and the number
of required LUTs k

E =
bi − bo
k

=
δ

k
(2)

where bi and bo denote the number of input and output
bits, respectively. High efficient GPCs typically have the
property that their input count may be highly irregular,
like the (6, 0, 6; 5) GPC [15].

Another GPC metric is the compression ratio [8] (also
called compression factor [22]), which is defined as the
ratio of input to output bits

γ =
bi
bo

. (3)

Previous work indicated that a higher compression ratio
leads to fewer stages in the compressor tree [8], [22].

A list of GPCs used in this work is given in the upper
part of Table 1. Their corresponding dot transformations
(i. e., the dots they remove/produce) are visualized in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Dot transformations for the GPCs and row adders
from Table 1

2.2 Row Adders

Unlike GPCs which compress a fixed number of
columns, common two-input adders, ternary adders or
the 4:2 compressor discussed above perform a reduction
by rows and, hence, have a variable number of columns
[24]. Although adders can be constructed in compressor
trees by primitive compressors like full adders, it is
beneficial for the optimization to treat them with their
specific cost separately. In the following, we refer to these
just as row adders.

The adders for row compression considered here are
characterized in the lower part of Table 1 and also
visualized in Fig. 2. It should be noted that while the
common two-input adder has a rather low efficiency,
the ternary adder as well as the two possible variants
of the 4:2 compressor (a and b) [14] have the best
efficiency at all which reaches E = 2 for output word
size k → ∞. However, their shape may be unsuitable
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for irregular (non-rectangular) dot diagrams. Also note
that the ternary adder is the slowest circuit among the
considered adders. This comes from the fact that, com-
pared to a two-input adder, an additional LUT as well
as a local routing for intermediate carries is included in
the critical path. A detailed evaluation of ternary adders
on different FPGAs is given in [26].

2.3 Compressor Tree Synthesis
Each GPC or row adder can now be regarded as a trans-
formation in the dot diagram. Applying a (1, 5; 3) GPC in
the least significant column of Fig. 1(a) would remove 5
bits in column 0, one bit in column 1 and would produce
three new bits in a row. When all bits are covered by
GPCs, this stage of compression is complete and the
same can be performed with the produced output bits.
The procedure ends when only two (three) rows re-
main, which are compressed using a standard two-input
(ternary) carry propagate adder (CPA). Fig. 1(b) shows
the optimal solution (i. e., least LUTs) using the GPCs of
Table 1 for the example in Fig. 1(a). Each bit is covered
by a GPC while one GPC input is not connected (set to
‘0’). From that mapping, the corresponding compressor
tree can be directly created as shown in Fig. 1(c). In
this example, sij denotes the resulting bit i in column j.
The final result is obtained by adding the two remaining
rows by using a common two-input adder.

There is a multitude of ways in realizing a compressor
tree, most of them using different resource cost, delay
and latency. The corresponding optimization problem
which is considered in this work is to find a compressor
tree with the least resource cost that fulfills some addi-
tional constraints on delay or latency.

3 PREVIOUS WORK

3.1 Heuristic Approach of Parandeh-Afshar et al.
A powerful heuristic for the design of compressor trees
using GPCs was proposed by Parandeh-Afshar et al. [8].
This heuristic was later simplified by the same group
[13]. Unfortunately, due to this simplification the heuris-
tic can not be used together with the GPC set of Table 1
as it is assumed that the column size is decreasing with
increasing weight. For example, a (1, 3, 2, 5; 5) GPC is not
allowed as 3 > 2. Hence, we chose [8] as our baseline
which is more general but is able to produce the same
results using the same GPCs and metric. Algorithm 1
shows a pseudo code of the algorithm.

In the initialization phase (lines 3–8), an ordered list
of GPCs is created based on the target FPGA. First, all
so-called covering GPCs are created which can not be
implemented by another GPC. From these, all possible
primitive GPCs are derived for the given input/output
word sizes. For example, a (1,5;3) GPC covers the prim-
itive (1,4;3) GPC but not vice versa. The GPCs are then
ordered by their compression ratio (Line 5). Note that in
principle the other metrics defined in [13] can be used
to order the GPC list.

Algorithm 1: Compressor tree heuristic from [8]
1 heuristicPA(inputColumns, targetFPGA, I):
2

3 gpcList = getCoveringGPCs(targetFPGA)
4 gpcList = findPrimitiveGPCs(gpcList,M,N)
5 gpcList = orderGPCsByCompRatio(gpcList)
6

7 s = 0
8 cols[0] = inputColumns
9

10 while max(cols[s]) > I do
11 do
12 c = maxHeightColumn(cols[s])
13 foreach gpc in gpcList do
14 if GPCfitsInCol(gpc,c) break
15 end
16

17 cols[s] = remDots(cols[s], c, gpc)
18 cols[s+ 1] = genDots(cols[s], c, gpc)
19

20 until all dots are covered or
21 no reasonable GPC can be found
22

23 cols[s+ 1] += cols[s]
24

25 s ← s+ 1
26 end
27

28 generateFinalCPA(cols[s− 1])

The optimization strategy is then to select the column
with the most number of bits (Line 12) starting with
stage s = 0. Next, the first GPC from the ordered
list that fits to this and the neighboring columns is
selected (lines 13–15) and the corresponding dots from
the current stage are removed (Line 17) and the pro-
duced output dots of the succeeding stage are generated
(Line 18). The inner loop ends when all bits are removed
or no further GPC can be applied. Then, this stage is
complete, possibly remaining bits are added to the next
stage (Line 23). The stage index s is incremented and the
next stage is computed. The algorithm terminates when
the height of each column is less than the number of
inputs I of the CPA. This parameter depends on whether
the FPGA supports ternary adders (I = 3) or only two-
input adders (I = 2). At last, the final CPA is generated.

3.2 Previous ILP Formulation
A compressor tree optimization based on integer linear
programming (ILP) was proposed in [15]. It can be
solved by any standard ILP solver like the commercial
Gurobi [27] or the open-source tool SCIP [28].

All used variables and constants are summarized in
Table 2. The main idea is to count the number of bits
(dots) in each column c for each stage s using variables
Ns,c. The input problem is defined by setting the number
of bits in stage zero (N0,c) accordingly. Next, a set of
integer variables ks,e,c denotes how many GPCs of type
e = 0 . . . E − 1 are applied in stage s = 0 . . . S − 1 and
column c = 0 . . . C−1. As the maximum stage count S is
unknown, it has to be set to an upper bound [15]. Each
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TABLE 2: Variables (top) and constants (bottom) used in
ILP formulation

Variable/
Constant

meaning

ks,e,c ∈ N0 Number of compressor e in stage s and column c
ce ∈ R Cost (in LUTs) of compressor e
Ns,c ∈ N0 Number of bits in stage s and column c
Ds ∈ {0, 1} Decision variable that is ’1’ if and only if stage s is

the final stage

Me,c ∈ N0 Number of bits removed from compressor e in
column c

Ke,c ∈ N0 Number of bits generated from compressor e in
column c

E ∈ N0 Number of compressing elements
C ∈ N0 Maximum number of columns
Ce ∈ N0 Maximum number of columns of compressor e
S ∈ N0 Maximum number of stages

compressor e is characterized by the number of input
bits Me,c that are removed and the number of output
bits Ke,c that are generated in column c, respectively.
For example, if compressor e = 4 is a (1, 5; 3) GPC,
then M4,0 = 5, M4,1 = 1 and K4,0...2 = 1. With this
notation, also compressors with more than one output
bit per column can be represented.

Using these variables, the following ILP formulation is
used to optimally solve the compressor tree optimization
problem:

minimize
S−1∑
s=0

C−1∑
c=0

E−1∑
e=0

ceks,e,c

subject to

C1: Ns−1,c ≤
E−1∑
e=0

Ce−1∑
c′=0

Me,c+c′ ks−1,e,c+c′ + IDs

for s = 1 . . . S − 1, c = 0 . . . C − 1

C2: Ns,c =

E−1∑
e=0

Ce−1∑
c′=0

Ke,c+c′ ks−1,e,c+c′

for s = 1 . . . S − 1, c = 0 . . . C − 1

C3: Ns,c ≤
{

2 + (1−Ds)I for two-input VMA
3 + (1−Ds)I for ternary VMA

C4:
S−1∑
s=1

Ds = 1

The objective is to minimize the resource cost. For that,
the used GPCs are weighted by their corresponding LUT
cost ce. Now, the first constraint (C1) ensures that all
bits in each column and stage except the output stage
are connected to inputs of compressors. To exclude the
output stage, the term IDs is added where I is a large
positive number such that I > Ns,c. In case Ds = 1,
the constraint is always fulfilled which virtually disables
this constraint (this is often called a big-M constraint).
Constraint C2 simply computes the number of bits pro-
duced by compressors which are taken as input to the
next stage. The column height of the output stage is

constrained by C3. This constraint is disabled for all non-
output stages, i. e., when Ds = 0. Constraint C4 ensures
that there is exactly one stage that is marked as the
output stage.

One key element in the model is that a single-input,
single-output (1;1) pseudo GPC is included in the set
of compressors. In a combinatorial compressor tree, it
represents a simple wire. In a pipelined compressor tree,
it represents a flip-flop for each pipelined stage which
contributes real cost to the objective.

4 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed method consists of three main contribu-
tions: First, an improved heuristic is suggested that is
also capable in utilizing row adders. Next, an extension
of our previous ILP formulation [15] is given that targets
compressor trees with minimum stage count including
row adders. Limiting the stage count turned out to also
speed up the optimization or alternatively finds better
solutions within the same time. Finally, the heuristic as
well as the ILP approach are combined to yield better
heuristic solutions which are close to the optimum.

4.1 Improved Heuristic

We observed a few limitations in the heuristic of [8]. One
limitation comes from the strategy of the column selec-
tion: By always selecting the highest column, it some-
times occurs that only a compressor with poor efficiency
fits to that column. This can later reduce the efficiency of
other GPCs applied to that column. Furthermore, sorting
the GPCs by their efficiency instead of their compression
ratio turned out to be more effective without sacrificing
the depth in most of the cases. Another practical obser-
vation was that computing all primitive GPCs results
in a quite large number of GPCs when considering the
high efficient GPCs as given in Fig. 2. For example, the
(6, 0, 6; 5) GPC covers 7 × 7 − 2 = 47 different primitive
GPCs, leading to hundreds of GPCs in the resulting GPC
list. Another limitation is the lack of support for adders
for row reduction. Again, all primitive GPCs for each
possible column count could be enumerated, leading to
an unacceptable large number of GPCs.

Our proposed heuristic circumvents these limitations.
Its pseudo code is given in Algorithm 2. First, our
heuristic considers only covering compressors (which
can be GPCs or row adders) which are ordered by their
efficiency (lines 3–4). As the widths of the row adders
are not fixed, the maximum efficiency (see Table 1 for
k → ∞) is assumed for the ordering. Next, for each
stage, the columns are ordered by their height. In case
of equal height the column with the lower weight is
preferred (Line 10). Now, the compressors are examined
with decreasing efficiency. For each compressor and
column, the resulting effective efficiency is computed
(Line 16). To compute the effective efficiency, only the
actually connected inputs bi are counted in (2).
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For row adders, the width is increased from k = 2
to the maximum number of columns. The efficiency
drops at latest when the width is wider than that
of the dot diagram. The highest efficiency of all the
evaluated widths for this compressor is returned by
evalEffectiveEfficiency(). The compressor with
best efficiency is saved in lines 17–21. In case that the
selected compressor is a GPC with an efficiency identical
to the achieved effective efficiency, i. e., all inputs are used,
the loop can be terminated (Line 23) as it is known
that no better GPC will occur in the sorted list. For
the same reason, we can terminate the next outer loop
when the efficiency of the next compressor is lower or
equal than the best efficiency found so far (Line 14).
Once a compressor is found, the corresponding dots are
removed and dots of the succeeding stage are generated
(lines 29–30) like done in Algorithm 1. Line 27 provides a
possibility to skip compressors which have an efficiency
less than a minimum effective efficiency which can be
specified for each stage s. This feature is used in the
combined approach which is introduced in Section 4.3.
For the heuristic, it is set to

# ”

effmin = (0, . . . , 0). In contrast
to Algorithm 1, we always include a pseudo (1; 1) GPC
in the set of compressors. It is sorted to the end of the
GPC list as its efficiency is defined to be zero. With
that extension we are able to design efficient pipelined
compressor trees as even a GPC with efficiency one (e.g.,
a full adder) is preferred to a flip-flop which has a similar
cost but efficiency zero.

The worst case computational complexity is identical
to the previous heuristic as the inner loop processing the
columns (lines 15 to 24) has also to be performed in the
GPCfitsInCol method of Algorithm 1 (Line 14). Both
heuristics typically find a solution within a few seconds.

4.2 Improved ILP Formulation

The ILP formulation in Section 3.2 has the problem that
the maximum number of stages is unknown. In [15] it
was overestimated by the stage count of a compressor
tree consisting of full adders only which can be obtained
from the Dadda sequence [7]. However, it is a rather
rough estimate that can lead to many decisions that have
to be evaluated during optimization. Experiments with
a fixed stage count revealed that if the minimal stage
count is known in advance, the optimization run-time
can be drastically reduced. On the other hand, if an
underestimation of the stage count is used, the solver is
typically fast in proving its infeasibility (typically within
a few seconds).

Hence, we propose to run several ILP optimizations,
each with a fixed stage count starting from S = 1 which
is increased when no feasible solution is found. With
this simple methodology we can speed up the overall
optimization time or can improve the quality that is
obtained in a fixed given time. For that, the constraint
C4 in Section 3.2 has to be removed and C1 & C3 have

Algorithm 2: Proposed compressor tree heuristic
1 heuristicImp(inputColumns,targetFPGA,I,

#     ”
effmin):

2

3 compList = getCoveringCompressors(targetFPGA)
4 compList = orderCompByEfficiency(compList)
5 s = 0
6 cols[0] = inputColumns
7

8 while max(cols[s]) > I do
9 do

10 cols[s] = orderColumnsByHeight(cols[s])
11 effbest = 0
12

13 foreach comp in compList do
14 if(getEfficiency(comp) ≤ effbest) break
15 foreach c in cols[s] do
16 eff = evalEffectiveEfficiency(comp,c)
17 if eff > effbest do
18 effbest = eff
19 compbest = comp
20 cbest = c
21 end
22 if(type(comp) ≡ GPC and
23 getEfficiency(comp) ≡ effbest) break
24 end
25 end
26

27 if(eff <
#     ”
effmin(s)) break

28

29 cols[s] = remDots(cols[s], cbest, compbest)
30 cols[s+ 1] = genDots(cols[s], cbest, compbest)
31 until all dots are covered
32

33 s ← s+ 1
34 end
35

36 generateFinalCPA(cols[s− 1])

to be replaced with the following constraints:

C1’: Ns−1,c ≤
E−1∑
e=0

Ce−1∑
c′=0

Me,c+c′ ks−1,e,c+c′

for s = 1 . . . S − 2, c = 0 . . . C − 1

C3’: NS,c ≤
{

2 for two-input VMA
3 for ternary VMA

Note that S now corresponds to the variable stage count
and not to the upper bound.

4.2.1 Support for Row Adders
The ILP formulation above can not handle row adders
except when tabulating all different adder widths as
GPCs, which would lead to an excessive increase in vari-
ables and constraints. This can be avoided by splitting
a compressor with variable size in several dependent
compressors and adding constraints on how these parts
are related. This idea was mentioned in [15] and is
simplified to a single constraint in the following. For
that, a row adder is divided into three partial compres-
sors: eL (placed at the column with lowest significance),
eM (placed at multiple columns in the middle) and
eH (placed at the column with highest significance).
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As an example, take the 4:2 compressor (a) of Fig. 2.
The lowest (rightmost) column compressor reduces four
bit of the first column into one bit, corresponding to
a compressor with MeL,0 = 4 and KeL,0 = 1. The
middle compressors have four inputs and two outputs
in each column (MeM ,0 = 4 and KeM ,0 = 2). The highest
(leftmost) compressor has two input bits and produces
two output bits in the same column and another bit
in the next higher column (MeH ,0 = 2, KeH ,0 = 2 and
KeH ,1 = 1). These partial compressors only work if they
are connected in the right order (due to the internal carry
propagation) which can be obtained by introducing the
constraint

C5: ks,eH ,c+1 + ks,eM ,c+1 = ks,eM ,c + ks,eL,c

for s = 1 . . . S − 1, c = 0 . . . C − 1

(the ks,e,c is defined to be zero for columns out of range,
i. e., for c 6= 0 . . . C−1). This constraint ensures that each
compressor of type eL or eM in column c has an eM or
eH compressor to its left (column c+ 1). By doing so, it
is guaranteed that the correct shape of the row adder is
obtained.

4.3 Combined Heuristic with ILP

In the previous two sections we proposed a heuristic
and an optimal method based on ILP. As demonstrated
in the results, the optimal method can now be applied
to problems with a several hundreds of bits within two
hours of computation time. For larger problems, the
ILP solver is able to deliver heuristic solutions. In this
section, we propose a combined optimization using the
improved heuristic of Section 4.1 together with the ILP-
based method of the previous section to further improve
the quality of large size problems.

For that, we propose to pre-solve parts of the problem
using the heuristic of Section 4.1 and to optimize the
remaining problem which is reduced in size using the
optimal ILP of Section 4.2. The resulting flow is depicted
in Fig. 3. The heuristic passes the reduced problem as
well as the partial solution to the optimal compression
which computes the final solution. In fact, it turned
out that the first stages have the least influence to the
optimization quality. Of course, even if optimal parts
are involved, the solution is a heuristic solution but
with better quality for large problems within the same
optimization time.

The heuristic pre-solving involves the following two
strategies:

1) Solving complete stages by the heuristic.
2) Solving stages partially to reduce their size. To

do so, we follow the strategy that the heuristic
should apply compressors only until the effective
efficiency is above a certain limit (effmin in Algo-
rithm 2).

Both strategies can be combined in a single parameter
vector

# ”

effmin which specifies the minimum efficiency for

Heuristic Compression

inputColumns

Optimal Compression

inputColumns
(red.)

solution

solution
(partial)

Fig. 3: Proposed flow of heuristic with ILP

each stage. Each element can be set one of the following
three cases:

1) effmin = 0: The corresponding stage is completely
solved by the heuristic.

2) effmin > 0: The heuristic stops when no compressor
is found that has a minimum efficiency of at least
effmin. Hence, the corresponding stage is partially
solved and the remaining problem is solved opti-
mally using ILP.

3) effmin =∞: The corresponding stage is completely
solved by the ILP method.

For example, the vector
# ”

effmin = (0, 1.5,∞) would spec-
ify that the first stage (s = 0) is solved by the heuristic. In
stage s = 1 only compressors with a minimum effective
efficiency of 1.5 are applied and the remaining bits in
stage s = 1 as well as the remaining stages (s ≥ 2) are
solved by ILP. In case that more stages are required than
given in

# ”

effmin, missing entries are treated as being ∞.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Several experiments were performed to compare the
proposed optimization methods with the state-of-the-
art. We first consider the optimization results based
on our cost model using the different methodologies
and parameters. A cost model for FPGAs at the HDL-
level is typically not perfect as synthesis is not fully
predictable in practice, e. g., it is decided during syn-
thesis whether, e. g., LUTs are used for routing or not.
In addition, precise timing results can be only obtained
from synthesis. Hence, we performed synthesis experi-
ments on generated HDL designs in the last section to
check whether the theoretical results can be achieved
in practice. In all experiments, the GPCs from Table 1
were used. In addition, we included the corresponding
primitive GPCs which lead to a lower output word size.
There are exact five cases where primitive GPCs which
lower output word size can be obtained from the GPCs
in Table 1 that can be used as covering GPCs: (2, 0, 6; 4),
(2, 1, 5; 4), (4, 5; 4), (2, 2, 3; 4) and (1, 2, 5; 4) GPCs. For the
proposed methods, we included the two possible 4:2
compressor variants as row adders as they provide the
highest efficiency combined with the shortest delay.
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As state-of-the-art compressor tree synthesis algo-
rithms, the heuristic of Parandeh-Afshar et al. [8] and our
previous ILP formulation [15] are used. The heuristic of
[8] was used with the same efficiency metric as proposed
in [13] and used in our heuristic. Therefore, it is equiv-
alent to the simplified heuristic that was published later
[13] by the same group (see discussion in Section 3.1).
We did not consider a further comparison with the
original heuristic of FloPoCo [22] as it was shown that
our previous method [15] outperforms this heuristic. All
proposed methods as well as our reimplementation of
the heuristic of Parandeh-Afshar et al. [8] are available in
the open-source arithmetic core generator FloPoCo [23],
[25]. It uses the Scalable LP (ScaLP) library [29] which
provides a unique interface to different ILP solvers.
For the ILP-based methods, the commercial Gurobi [27]
ILP solver was selected which can be freely used for
academic purposes. The time limit of the ILP solver was
set to two hours in all experiments.

5.1 Optimization Quality
In the first experiment, we evaluate the quality of the
optimization results using different methodologies. With
quality we mean the required resources as well as the
stage count, where the latter corresponds to the latency
(in clock cycles) for pipelined compressor trees and
serves as an indicator of the total delay for combinatorial
compressor trees. We use two applications as a bench-
mark for this, a multi-input addition (FloPoCo operator
IntAdderTree) as well as an x3 operation (FloPoCo
operator IntPower). Both represent different shaped
dot diagrams as illustrated in Fig. 5. While the multi-
input addition is rectangular, the x3 operation shows a
more Gaussian-like distribution of bits, which is more
typical for other practical applications like multipliers,
polynomials, etc.

In [15] it was demonstrated that multi-input addition
problems up to 100 bits can be solved optimally within a
time limit of one hour. To be directly comparable to the
results presented in [15], we set the number of inputs
n identical to their word size which leads to n2 bits
where n was evaluated between 10 and 32. This leads to
a quick grow in complexity and corresponds to problem
sizes of 100 to 1024 bits. The input word size of the
x3 operation was varied between 6 to 16 bit, leading
to problem sizes of 96 to 1586 bits. The optimizations
in this experiment were performed for fully pipelined
compressor trees, i. e., a register is placed after each GPC,
leading to maximum throughput. Hence, the cost of the
(1;1) pseudo GPC representing a FF in this case was set
to 0.5 as for each LUT6, two flip-flops exist on modern
FPGAs.

The optimization results for the multi-input addition
and x3 are shown in Fig. 4. Here, the LUT cost in
Fig. 4(a)/(b) is the obtained objective value. To allow
a comparison, Fig. 4(c)/(d) shows the percentage LUT
improvement over Parandeh-Afshar’s heuristic [8] while
Fig. 4(e)/(f) shows the obtained latencies.

(a) Multi-Input addition of
10 numbers with 10 bit each

(b) x3 operation for an input
word size of 6 bit

Fig. 5: Different dot diagrams shapes of the problems
used in the experiments

5.1.1 Comparison of Heuristics
In most of the cases, the proposed heuristic is able to find
a solution with less LUTs, leading to LUT reductions
of up to 10% for multi-input addition and x3. In only
three out of 34 cases, the heuristic of [8] delivers a
better result. However, the main benefit of the proposed
heuristic comes from the reduced stage count. In many
cases, the heuristic of [8] requires one additional stage
which contributes to the total latency or delay. Note that
a tree of two-input adders would also require at least
four stages for up to 16 inputs (256 bits in Fig. 4(e)) and
five stages for up to 32 inputs (1024 bits in Fig. 4(e)).

5.1.2 Comparison of ILP-based Methods
One can observe that the ILP method [15] is able to find
very good or even optimal results for small problem
sizes but fails to find good solutions within the time
limit of two hours for larger problems. In contrast to
that, the proposed ILP methodology of Section 4.2 is
able to find good solutions for much larger problems.
For up to three stages, it is always able to find the best
solution. For problems requiring four stages and more,
the ILP solver always runs into the timeout. Here, it can
be observed that the combined approach of Section 4.3
often performs best. Hence, for more than three stages,
it is usually beneficial to use the combined method
(0; 1.75;∞), where the first stage is completely solved by
the heuristic and stage two is partially solved by using
compressors with an efficiency of at least 1.75. As a rule
of thumb, problems with up to S = 3 stages are best
solved by the ILP, while problems with S > 3, S − 3
stages should pre-solved by the heuristic. The quality
can further be fine-tuned by the minimum efficiency
parameters.

Regarding the stage count, the proposed ILP and the
combined methods always find the lowest stage count.

5.1.3 Comparison with Matsunaga’s ILP Formulation
As there is no support for pipelined compressor trees
in the ILP formulation of Matsunaga et al. [20], [21],
we made a separate experiment using non-pipelined
compressor trees for the multi-input addition problems.
In Matsunaga’s ILP Formulation, all inputs of a GPC
must be connected, hence, all primitive GPCs have to be
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(e) Latency for multi-input addition
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Fig. 4: Optimization results as LUT cost and LUT reduction for different methods

obtained. We selected the primitive GPCs by reducing
the inputs of the GPCs in Table 1 and the resulting
primitive GPC was considered when not violating one
of the following rules:

1) if input configuration already exists with less or
equal resources

2) if the input column height was all less or equal
than one

3) if the LSB input column is zero (e. g., a (1, 4, 1, 0; 5)
GPC)

4) if the GPC can be obtained by several other GPCs
with equal or less cost (e. g., a (3, 0, 3; 4) GPC,
which can be obtained by two (3;2) GPCs)

The output count of the GPCs was reduced when pos-
sible. In total, 115 primitive GPCs were obtained.

A detailed comparison of the two methods is given
in Table 3. Again, Gurobi was used as ILP solver. Cases
where the timeout of two hours was reached are marked
with ‘TO’. For both methods, only the smallest instances
could be solved optimal within the time limit. The
proposed ILP always finds solutions in less time (when

optimal solution was found within the time limit) or
solutions with less or equal LUT cost within the same
time.

5.2 Synthesis Results

The compressor trees of the methods of the last section
were synthesized together with alternative implementa-
tion methods targeting pipelined or combinatorial trees.
For that, adder trees of common two-input and ternary
adders as well as the advanced linear arrays presented
by Hormigo et al. [19] are used. The designs were syn-
thesized for a Virtex 6 (xc6vlx760-ff1760-2) FPGA using
Xilinx ISE v13.4 with standard settings for design goal
‘speed’. To obtain realistic timing results, input and out-
put registers were added. To not count these registers in
the LUT or slice resources, a second run was performed
where these registers were placed in the IO blocks of the
device (xst option -iob TRUE). In addition, the map tool
was configured to a minimum packfactor (option -c 1) to
obtain the resource results which yields to a maximum
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TABLE 3: Comparison of the proposed ILP with the
previous ILP of Matsunaga et al. [20], [21] for multi-input
addition using non-pipelined compressor trees (timeouts
are marked with ‘TO’, best results marked bold)

proposed ILP Matsunaga’s ILP [20], [21]

word
size

Runtime
[sec]

LUTs Stages Runtime
[sec]

LUTs Stages

10 19 47 3 213 47 3
11 30 58 3 199 58 3
12 30 70 3 931 70 3
13 66 83 3 101 83 3
14 181 98 3 401 98 3
15 TO 115 3 TO 115 3
16 TO 132 3 TO 134 3
17 TO 152 3 TO 152 4
18 4923 169 3 TO 173 3
19 TO 189 4 TO 191 4
20 TO 209 4 TO 236 5
21 TO 232 4 TO 234 4
22 TO 256 4 TO 272 4
23 TO 278 4 TO 294 5
24 TO 311 4 TO 335 5
25 TO 335 4 TO 355 5
26 TO 368 4 TO 377 5
27 TO 399 4 TO 411 5
28 TO 428 4 TO 441 5
29 TO 457 4 TO 474 5
30 TO 493 4 TO 501 5
31 TO 532 4 TO 541 5
32 TO 566 5 TO 581 5

packing density. This has two reasons. First, all LUTs
and FFs are packed in the fewest slices which makes
a slice comparison possible. Second, this simulates a
device utilization close to 100% which is more realistic
and one can figure out if routing congestion may be a
problem. All results are given after place&route and for
all the designs a valid routing was found.

5.2.1 Pipelined Compressor Trees
For multi-input addition using pipelined compressor
trees, we also implemented a pipelined adder tree using
common two-input adders and ternary adders as a base-
line (option method=add2|add3 in the IntAdderTree
FloPoCo operator). In these, a pipeline register is placed
directly after each adder and pipeline balancing registers
are included when required (if the input count is not a
power-of-two). All designs include the final adder to get
a non-redundant result.

The synthesis results of the pipelined compressor trees
for the multi-input addition with varying number of
input operands and input word sizes of 8 bit and 32 bit
are given in Fig. 6. Here, Figs. 6(a)/(b) show the LUT
count and Figs. 6(c)/(d) show the maximum clock fre-
quency (fmax). The percentage LUT reduction are given
in Figs. 6(e)/(f) and (g)/(h) compared to the compres-
sor tree heuristic of [8] and trees of two-input adders,
respectively. Figs. 6(i)/(j) show the fmax improvement
compared to the ternary adder tree. Average values of
the required LUTs and the maximum frequencies as well
as the percentage LUT reduction over trees of two-input
adders and frequency reductions over ternary adders are

given in Table 4. Missing data due to incomplete results
where the ILP solver was not able to produce a feasible
solution are marked with ‘–’.

Compared to trees of two-input adders, about 40% of
the LUT resources can be saved, on average, by using
one of the proposed methods which is a significant
improvement to previous work [8] which achieves 35.6%
and 24.6% reduction for the 8 bit and 32 bit designs, re-
spectively. The LUT reductions of the proposed methods
show a very similar trend like the ternary adder tree.
For the 8 bit multi-input addition, the LUT reduction of
43.1% using the proposed ILP is slightly better than the
38.5% using ternary adders while for the 32 bit cases,
ternary adders provide the best LUT reduction of 43.2%
compared to 40.5% using the proposed ILP.

This experiment confirms that the ternary adder has
the highest efficiency (as defined in (2)) but is also
the slowest adder type, i. e., the adder trees built from
ternary adders are the most compact (in terms of LUTs)
but typically provide the lowest fmax. The compressor
trees typically provide a higher fmax than the ternary
adder trees but are still slower than trees of two-input
adders. However, the obtained fmax strongly depends
on the routing leading to large variations in the fmax
improvement. The fmax can be increased by specifying
timing constrains. This was not done in this experiment
as it comes with the cost of additional LUT resources
(used for routing). On average, the compressor trees can
be clocked with a 2.1 to 8.8% and 7.0 to 19.0% higher
clock frequency than ternary adder trees for the 8 bit and
32 bit designs, respectively. Trees of two-input adders
achieve an even higher speed of 46.9% and 37.5% for
the 8 bit and 32 bit designs, respectively. Analysis of the
timing reports revealed that this difference comes from
larger routing delays in compressor trees. Probably, this
is due to their irregular nature. However, the compressor
trees still provide a very high speed in the order of 300–
400 MHz. So, it is likely that the critical path in a larger
system lies somewhere else.

For the x3 operation, the same synthesis experiment
was performed but without the adder tree realizations as
there is no straight-forward solution to map the adders
to an arbitrary dot diagram like shown in Fig. 5(b). They
also include a small fraction of resources to compute
the partial product bits (using AND gates). The results
are plotted in Fig. 7 showing similar trends but slightly
less LUT reductions over [8] compared to the multi-
input addition. The reason is that the high efficient
4:2 compressor can be less frequently used due to the
irregular shape of the dot diagrams. It can be observed
that the quality of the proposed methods depend on the
problem size. As already observed in Section 5.1, the ILP
performs best for small designs (up to 3 stages) while
the combined method delivers the best result for larger
designs.
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Fig. 6: Synthesis results for pipelined multi-input addition for different methods varying the input operands N for
word sizes of 8 bit and 32 bit
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TABLE 4: Comparison of average values of LUTs, maximum clock frequency (fmax) as well as LUT reduction (comp.
to a tree of 2-input adders) and fmax reductions (comp. to a ternary adder tree) for pipelined multi-input addition

8 bit 32 bit

LUTs fmax [MHz] LUT red. (%) fmax imp. (%) LUTs fmax [MHz] LUT red. (%) fmax imp. (%)

add2 tree 167.0 512.3 0.0 46.9 590.9 351.7 0.0 37.5
add3 tree 100.0 350.7 38.5 0.0 327.1 258.0 43.2 0.0
heuristic [8] 100.8 390.6 35.6 11.8 418.0 319.5 24.6 25.5
ILP [15] 89.1 382.9 44.9 10.1 – – – –
prop. ILP 92.1 354.2 43.1 2.1 339.5 271.3 40.5 7.0
prop. heuristic 96.2 377.6 41.7 8.8 367.0 302.3 36.7 19.0
prop. (0;1.5;inf) 99.0 361.0 38.4 3.5 358.0 279.7 37.1 9.6
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Fig. 7: Synthesis results for pipelined compressor trees
computing x3 for input word sizes from 6 to 16 bit

5.2.2 Combinatorial Compressor Trees
Although less attractive due to the combinatorial routing
delays on FPGAs, we performed synthesis experiments
with combinatorial compressor trees as applications exist
which demand a low latency. In this experiment, no
register is used except the input and output registers
of the design to obtain realistic timing information in-
cluding routing. As baseline, the linear arrays presented
by Hormigo et al. [19] which are based on two-input
adders (add2 lin. array) and ternary adders (add3 lin.
array) are used. As the reference VHDL design provided
by the authors did not contain the final adders, we
also removed the final adders from our designs. The
synthesis results are shown in Fig. 8 and average values
are listed in Table 5.

The two-input adder linear arrays [19] consume the
most resources while providing the highest speed. The
ternary adder linear array [19] reduce the average LUT
reduction by 2.3% and 24.1% for 8 and 32 bit, respec-
tively, at the cost of a reduced fmax. The proposed
methods further reduce the average LUTs by 30 . . . 40%
at a slightly increased fmax for the 8 bit case and a slightly
reduced fmax for the 32 bit case.

Of course, the maximum frequency shown in
Fig. 8(c)(d) drops much faster compared to the pipelined
tree of Fig. 6(c)/(d). However, an important question is:
What are the additional costs for the required flip flops?
Taking the point N = 32, the pipelined compressor tree
using the proposed heuristic reaches about 248 MHz
while the combinatorial compressor tree can only be
clocked with 110 MHz. This 2.3× speedup comes at
the cost for additional slices of only 6.6% (136 slices
compared to 145). The most of these extra slices are
used for the final adder in the pipelined compressor
tree. Hence, pipelined compressor trees should be used
whenever the latency requirements allows.

6 CONCLUSION

It was demonstrated that there was still a lot of room
for improvement in the design of compressor trees on
FPGAs which can be exploited by the proposed methods.
To do so, an improved heuristic and an optimal solution
as well as a combination of both were presented. All
algorithms support GPCs of arbitrary shape as well as
row adders like common 2-input adders, ternary adders
or 4:2 compressors. The heuristic is typically very fast
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Fig. 8: Synthesis results for combinatorial multi-input addition for different methods varying the input operands
N for word sizes of 8 bit and 32 bit
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TABLE 5: Comparison of average values of LUTs, maximum clock frequency (fmax) as well as LUT reduction (comp.
to a tree of 2-input adders) and fmax reductions (comp. to a ternary adder tree) for combinatorial multi-input addition

8 bit 32 bit

LUTs fmax [MHz] LUT red. (%) fmax imp. (%) LUTs fmax [MHz] LUT red. (%) fmax imp. (%)

add2 lin. arr. [19] 127.5 270.3 0.0 41.0 530.1 208.8 0.0 26.9
add3 lin. arr. [19] 124.6 186.7 2.3 0.0 375.6 158.3 24.1 0.0
heuristic [8] 88.4 205.0 27.2 9.8 364.1 141.5 26.9 −8.9
ILP [15] 82.5 233.2 34.4 25.9 – – – –
prop. ILP 88.1 209.6 31.0 9.8 326.0 145.4 37.7 −10.6
prop. heuristic 79.7 217.9 37.5 14.5 296.6 148.3 44.1 −6.6
prop. (0;1.75;∞) 82.6 202.0 34.9 4.9 295.6 145.8 43.9 −8.0

(within seconds) and delivers solutions with adequate
quality while the optimal ILP-based solution is natu-
rally limited to small problem sizes. To further enhance
the optimization quality, a combined optimization was
proposed where the first stages are either completely
or partially solved by the heuristic and the remaining
problem is solved by ILP. It was shown that this strategy
fits well to large size problems. Non-optimal decisions in
the first stages seem to have little impact on the overall
quality. It turned out that the combined optimization
approach should be used for large problems with a stage
count of more than three.

All methods were extensively compared to state-of-
the-art compressor tree methods [8], [15], [19]–[21] show-
ing significant resource reductions in most of the cases.
The proposed methods provide average LUT reductions
of about 40% compared to trees of 2-input adders but
are about 12. . . 20% slower. They show a similar LUT
reduction like ternary adder trees but are typically faster.
For pipelined compressor trees, the proposed methods
additionally find a lower or equal latency than the
previous heuristic [8] or the trees of two-input adders.
For combinatorial compressor trees, LUT reductions of
about 40% can be achieved. However, due to the efficient
use of the fast carry chain, the ternary adder linear arrays
[19] perform faster in several cases.

The comparison between pipelined and combinatorial
compressor trees clearly shows that a) pipelining is nec-
essary to achieve state-of-the-art performance and b) the
FFs cost for pipelining are nearly hidden in the used slice
resources and, thus, pipelining is very inexpensive on
FPGAs. Hence, as long as the latency allows, pipelining
should be used.

All methods are available as open source within the
FloPoCo arithmetic core generator [23] to improve the
existing arithmetic cores and to obtain a full repro-
ducibility of our results.
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